
Preface 

The International Symposium on Metastable, Mechanically Alloyed and Nanocrystalline 
Materials, ISMANAM-2000 was held at St Catherine's College Oxford, UK under the 
auspices of the Department of Materials, University of Oxford, from the 9th to 14th July 2000. 
The co-chairs were Dr Peter Schumacher, Dr Paul Warren and Prof. Brian Cantor, who 
worked closely with the ISMANAM Steering Committee and International Advisory 
Committee. The Symposium follows a series of ISMANAM Symposia previously held in 
Kyoto, Grenoble, Quebec, Rome, Sitges (Barcelona), Wollongong and Dresden. 125 
participants from 28 countries attended the Symposium and 130 papers were presented as 
either invited (36), oral, or poster contributions (58). After a reviewing process involving two 
referees for each paper I 03 manuscripts have been accepted for publication in this special 
issue of Journal of Metastable and Nanocrystalline Materials. The strong participation and 
high quality of presentations at the Symposium are strong indications of the interest in the 
field of metastable amorphous and nanocrystalline materials in fundamental research and 
applied engineering. 

Major contributions were made in the field of bulk metallic glasses and bulk nanocrystalline 
materials prepared by devitrification or mechanical alloying and compaction routes. Other 
important issues included the understanding of processing kinetics leading to applications in 
various fields, in particular in the mechanical alloying of steels and the use of magnetic 
properties of mechanically alloyed materials. Another strong field was nanocrystalline 
elemental and intermetallic materials. Crystallisation of metallic glasses was used to 
understand the formation of nanocrystalline microstructures, to achieve ultra high strength in 
Al alloys and outstanding magnetic properties in Fe based materials. Overall the symposium 
provided a state of the art overview of research activities and technological developments 
highlighting the most recent achievements. 

Awards were made during the symposium by the ISMANAM Steering Committee to 
recognise outstanding scientific contributions to the field. Dr A.L. Greer received the 
ISMANAM Senior Scientist Prize Medal and Dr Th. Gloriant received the ISMANAM Junior 
Scientist Prize Medal. 

The ISMANAM's Steering Committee has accepted the bid by Prof. Michael Atzmon and his 
colleagues to hold ISMANAM-2001 in Michigan USA and has also provisionally accepted 
the bid by Prof. Jung-Ho Ahn to hold ISMANAM-2002 in Korea. 

We would like to give our most sincere thanks to all members of the ISMANAM Steering 
Committee, International Advisory and the local Organising Committee, the chairpersons, 
invited and other speakers for their stimulating presentations making the Symposium a full 
success. Furthermore, we would like to thank Dr Keyna O'Reilly, Diane Taylor, Dr Bruce 
Davis, Catherine Dobson and Brian McKay for their detailed organisation and preparation 
during and before the conference. Finally we would like to acknowledge the financial support 
of Zoz GmbH, Fisher Scientific Orme Technologies, Oxford Centre for Advanced Materials 
and Composites OCAMAC and the Department of Materials at Oxford University who all 
supported the Symposium. Without all their help the Symposium would have been less 
successful. 
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